
Event Topics and Schedule Overleaf

Invitation To
Transport Law Seminar

Free Tickets

11th October 2018, 12:00, Volvo Truck, Wedgnock Lane, Warwick, CV34 5YA

Dyne Solicitors Limited is recognised as a leading firm in Transport law. Its solicitors have

represented hauliers and PSV Operators at hundreds of Public Inquiries, in every Traffic Area.

During that time, its solicitors have encountered most of the issues that arise, many of them

repeatedly so.

Drawing on its 45 plus years’ experience in Transport Law, Dyne Solicitors has developed a

seminar identifying the most common pitfalls and therefore the factors behind operators being

called to a Public Inquiry before the Traffic Commissioner.

On the 11th of October 2018, our team of road transport solicitors will outline the appropriate

actions operators can take to ensure that they are compliant so that they can avoid being

called to a Public Inquiry. These actions will protect the Operator Licence and the operators

from related compliance breaches that can lead to fixed penalties, fines of other sanctions.

The Logistics and Transport sector has a worse-than-average record for Health and Safety

performance. The sector has been made a priority for the HSE. The Regulators are in

communication with one another, so increased activity from one Regulator can lead to visits

and action from another. John Dyne will draw upon his 30 + years’ experience dealing with

HSE matters to provide an easy to follow seminar on HSE within Logistics and Transport.

Dyne Solicitors also specialises in providing commercial support for the transport industry,

helping to protect their legal interests when entering into agreements and assisting operators

in defending their legal rights and in recovering damages.

Our Solicitors will be in attendance on the day to give you one to one advice and guidance

and to help you understand and how you can safeguard your business.

Certificates of attendance will be provided after the event, and upon request.

Sign up for your free ticket(s) at TransportLawSeminar.Eventbrite.co.uk



AGENDA

11:45 – 12:00 Arrival and coffee

12:00 - 12:15 Welcome from Dyne Solicitors and Volvo

12:15 – 13:20 Operator Licence Compliance – Jared Dunbar

 Good Repute & Fitness

 Legal Entities

 Licence Types

 Tachographs & Driver’s Hours

 Interviews Under Caution

 Financial Standing

 Operating Centres

 Transport Managers

 Managing your O-licence

 Unsatisfactory Inspections

13:20 – 13:35 Tea and Coffee Break

13:35 – 14:00 Health and Safety – John Dyne

14:00 – 14:25 Protecting your business from the outset. Healthy client
relationships and effective recovery if it all goes wrong.

14:25 – 14:40 Protecting you & your business from unexpected legal
expenditure with insured, retained legal assistance.

14:40 Open forum for questions and answers

Morning Event for Environmental Law in the Waste Industry 9:00 – 11:00

This is a separate event, tickets are free, and you are invited. The Seminar will cover advice on

complying with your Environmental Permit and / or your dealings with the EA. You are most welcome

to attend the morning and the afternoon sessions.

Free tickets, and further information are available at: WasteLawSeminar.eventbrite.co.uk




